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Abstract
With the proliferation of digital visual data in diverse do-

mains (video surveillance, social networks, medias, etc.), privacy

concerns increase. Obscuring faces in images and videos is one

option to preserve privacy while keeping a certain level of quality

and intelligibility of the video. Most popular filters are blackener

(black masking), pixelization and blurring. Even if it appears effi-

cient at first sight, in terms of human perception, we demonstrate

in this article that as soon as the category and the strength of the

filter used to obscure faces can be (automatically) identified, there

exist in the literature ad-hoc powerful approaches enable to par-

tially cancel the impact of such filters with regards to automatic

face recognition. Hence, evaluation is expressed in terms of face

recognition rate associated with clean, obscured and de-obscured

face images.

Figure 1: Respectively, ”20 minutes” a French magazine using

pixelization filter, ”crimes” a French program using blurring filter

and Street view by google using blurring filter.

Introduction
The widespread use of cameras and social networks in ev-

eryday life enforce concerns about personal privacy violation. Be-

cause significant recent improvements have been made in the field

of pedestrian detection [4], face detection [26], human recogni-

tion [1, 25] and image restoration, questions about respect of pri-

vacy become more and more important. Also the improvement in

image sensors helps to increase performances attached to identifi-

cation techniques (e.g. a person can be recognized even far away

from a camera).

Traditional privacy filters have already been designed and

seem to protect enough privacy of people e.g. blurring or pix-

elization in media as illustrated Figure 1. In addition, some appli-

cations have been created like ObscuraCam 1 on Android where

faces can be hidden by pixelization or blackener, and FacePix-

elizer 2 on Google plus where faces can be hidden by pixelization,

blurring or blackener with different levels of intensity. Google

1https://guardianproject.info/apps/obscuracam/
2http://www.facepixelizer.com/

street view also protects privacy of people by blurring faces as

illustrated in Figure 1. Of course, there exist more sophisticated

filters like morphing [13], warping [13], scrambling [18] but they

are rarely used in practice by media.

This is why, we consider, at first, the four following filters:

- Blackener filter is obtained by applying the following for-

mula:

ImgBlackened = originalImg∗ (1−α) (1)

with α representing the opacity, the bigger is α the stronger is

the impact of the filter.

- Pixelization can be perceived as a downsampling of the

image without modifying the size. Image is split by N*N non

overlapping squares, with N a parameter manually tuned. All

pixels inside those squares are replaced by the average value

included in each square.
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where x and y are the pixel coordinates and b is the block size.

- Gaussian blur is produced by the convolution of the image

and the gaussian function [19]:
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1
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e
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where x and y are the pixel coordinates, and σ is the standard

deviation of the Gaussian distribution.

- Gaussian noise uses the probability density function p of a

Gaussian random variable z given by:
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where z represents the grey level, µ the mean value and σ the

standard deviation. [2]

Secondly, for the testing part, the four following filters have

been added:

-Averaging neighbours of circle area.

-Motion blur with different strengths defined by the length

and the angle of the motion that we want.



-Speckle noise [8] with varying standard deviation.

-Salt and Pepper with different density noise.

The level of privacy protection is controlled by varying pa-

rameters. The experiments in [14] demonstrate that, in general,

an increase in strength of privacy filters leads to an increase in

privacy (i.e., reduction in terms of recognition rate).

An illustration of those filters is shown in Figure 2 and the

name of their associated tuning parameters are summed up in Ta-

ble 1.

Filter Parameter

Blackener opacity

Pixelization size of squares

Gaussian Blur standard deviation

Gaussian Noise standard deviation

Average Blur neighbouring area

Motion Blur length and angle of the motion

Speckle noise standard deviation

Salt and Pepper Noise noise density

Table 1: Table 1: Privacy filters with the name of their associated

strength.

In [14], authors objectively demonstrated that face recogni-

tion highly decreases for blackened, pixelated and blurred faces.

In the rest of the paper, face images where privacy filters are ap-

plied, are referred as obscured face images. The domain of im-

age restoration enables to partially recover original face images,

referred as de-obscured face images later in the paper. Indeed,

image restoration improves quality of images or reconstructs cor-

rupted images. Several methods like de-blurring [24], de-noising

[10, 16, 22], superResolution [12, 20] are potentially efficient but

require an a priori knowledge about the exact corruption.

To the best of our knowledge, there is no method to detect the

category of the filter used to obscure face images. Hence, the key

step consists in identifying automatically the category and the as-

sociated strength of the filter that have been used to obscure faces.

Concerning this preliminary but mandatory step, we propose the

following approach. First, we select a method to classify obscured

faces from not obscured faces. Non obscured face images are de-

fined as clean face images in the rest of the paper. Then a sec-

ond approach is designed to classify the type of filter. As soon

as the filter is identified, a last step would consist in defining the

strength. Supposing an a priori knowledge of the category and the

strength of the filter, found in the previous steps, we demonstrate

that a de-obscured face operation (i.e. image restoration methods)

can be efficiently performed and therefore privacy filters become

much less effective.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in the next

section, we explain the proposed obscured face detection against

clear face following by the categorization of the filter and the es-

timation of the filter strength. Then we describe image restoration

methods used to de-obscured face images. In the last section, a

detailed evaluation of our proposed workflow for filter classifica-

tion is explained and knowing the category and the strength of

the privacy filter we demonstrate that image restoration allows to

recover significant face recognition rates. Finally, we briefly con-

clude and give an outlook on possible future works.

Figure 2: Obscured face images with filters. From left to right

on the top: clean faces, blackener, pixelization, gaussian blur,

gaussian noise; on the bottom: average blur, motion blur, speckle

noise, salt and pepper noise.

System overview
Detection of obscured face images

Histogram of oriented gradient, referred to as HoG in the

paper, is widely used in pedestrian recognition [4] as well as for

faces [5] and object recognition [7]. First, HoG computes gra-

dients of image, then calculates histogram of oriented gradients

(between 0 and 180◦ with 9 bins) on each sub part of an image

defined by size of cell ([8, 8] in our experiments) and concate-

nates all histograms. All images should be of the same size. In

our experiments we used 112 for the height and 92 for the width.

Clean face images and obscured images generate several dif-

ferences for oriented gradients. Indeed, pixelization creates more

block effects among direction to 0 or 90◦ appear. For noise, all

directions got almost the same frequency. Blurring and blackener

create dominant orientations.

HoG features with a linear SVM classifier are computed

to train a model which differentiates clean faces from obscured

faces.

Categorization of the filter
This step consists to detect the category of the filter used to

obscure face images. Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [25],

referred to as Eigen in this paper, is more sensitive to light, scale

and translation variations. So Eigen is less robust against black-

ener filter which modifies the darkness of images, compared to

other filters. Local Binary Pattern Histogram [1], referred to as

’LBPH’ in the paper, is also employed to classify texture that is

appropriate in the present case as privacy filters create some spe-

cific texture patterns except blackener filter which removes tex-

tures by masking them.

So instead of making a classification between blackener, pix-

elization, blurring and noise we first compute a classification with

Eigen features between blackener against all other filters and then

a classification with LBPH to distinguish the three reminder fil-

ters.

Estimation of the filter strength
Restoration methods are efficient when not only the exact

filter is a priori known but also the strength that has been used.

Therefore we propose to automatically sort the strength of a filter

by the following approaches:

-Blackener filters are sorted into three strengths according to

the image’s darkness (mean of image pixels).

-Pixelization filters are sorted into three strengths according

to the percentage of straights lines in edge images.



-Blurring filters are sorted into four strengths according to

the percentage of edges. Point spread function (PSF) estimation

for Image Deblurring [3] is mainly used but unfortunately this

method does not work for all type of blur, in particular motion

blur. This is why, an approach has been designed in our work.

-Noising filters are sorted into four strengths according to

their noise estimation using the detail coefficients of the Discrete

wavelet transform (DWT) [10, 22].

To prove that our proposed filter categorization and strength

estimation help image restoration methods, we implement basic

and advanced image restoration methods (presented in the next

section). Then, we test face recognition after an image restoration

method which is selected according to the filter category and ap-

plied with and without strength estimation. Results clearly show

that strength classification increases performances of face recog-

nition.

Image restoration
In this section, we describe image restoration methods which

have been selected in our experiments.

-De-blackened: Formula 5 allows to obscure faces with

blackener.

ImgBlackened = cleanImg∗ (1−α) (5)

with α representing the opacity between 0.99 and 0.7. Inverse

formula is computed to find an approximated version of the clean

image:

cleanImg ∼ ImgBlackened/(1−α) (6)

Opacity, α , in equation 6, is computed depending on the estima-

tion of the filter strength.

-De-pixelization method 1: Bicubic interpolation [12] is the

most simple and popular method in superResolution domain. First

pixelated faces are down sampled in a smaller size depending on

the estimation of the filter strength to be re expressed as a super-

Resolution problem. Then the down sampled faces are resized

with bicubic interpolation to its original size.

-De-pixelization method 2: a superResolution by adaptive

sparse domain selection and an adaptive regularization [6] are ap-

plied on pixelated face images. Depending on the estimation of

the filter strength, the size of the point-spread function is found.

-De-blurring method 1: the principle of unsharp method is

to compute an edge image g(x, y) from an input image f(x, y) and

fsmooth(x, y) a smoothed version of f(x, y):

g(x,y) = f (x,y)− f smooth(x,y) (7)

And the sharpen image is calculated as following:

f sharp(x,y) = f (x,y)+k ∗g(x,y) (8)

where k is a scaling constant. We fix k depending on the estima-

tion of the filter strength.

-De-blurring method 2: In order to de-blur, an estimation

of the unknown blur is performed with a maximum a posteriori

estimation [15] on blurred faces. The number of iteration inside

this method depends on the estimation of the filter strength.

-De-noising method 1: Formula 9 and 10 represent the

Wiener de-noising algorithm [16] which is reiterated on noised

face images depending on the estimation of the filter strength.

b(x,y) = µ +
σ2 −v2

σ2
( f (x,y)−µ), (9)

where v is the local estimated variances, f a noised image, b the

de-noising image, x and y the pixel coordinates.
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where η represents the local neighbourhood of each pixel and N,

M the image size. Finally, bicubic interpolation is computed to

first reduce and then enlarge image in order to delete remaining

noise.

-De-noising method 2: We select a denoising method based

on wavelet decompositions [17]. The number of decompositions

depends on the estimation of the filter strength.

Figure 3 shows the workflow of the proposed method.
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Figure 3: Workflow of the proposed method

Experimental results
Our framework has been evaluated in terms on percentage

of correct classification. Three popular datasets are selected:

Feret [21], ScFace [9] and ORL [23]. Faces have been already

cropped using Viola and Jones [26] faces detector.

Evaluation of filters classification
All steps of filter classification, previously explained, are

trained using Feret, ScFace and ORL face datasets whereas only

faces from Feret are employed for the testing part. Blackener, pix-

elization, gaussian blur and gaussian noise are applied on clean

faces with different level of strength. Table 2 sums up the num-

ber of faces which have been used in the training step for each

method.

Our filter classification method have been tested on 13 810

faces which contains clean (1149), blackened (2302), pixelized



Method Original Obscured

HoG+SVM 3 644 11 606

Method Blackener Other filters

Eigen+Euclidean distance 442 5 967

Method Pix Blurring Noising

LBPH+Euclidean distance 1 326 1 768 1 105

Table 2: Number of faces used in training set.

Prediction

Orig Black Pix Blur Noise

G
ro

u
n
d

T
ru

th Orig 99.7% ——————0.3%——————

Black 0% 100% 0% 0% 0%

Pix 0% 0% 99.7% 0.3% 0%

Blur 8.4% 0% 0% 91.6% 0%

Noise 0% 0.1% 0% 0% 99.9%

Table 3: Confusion matrix

(3138), gaussian blur (3768) and gaussian noise (3453) faces with

different level of strength which had not necessary been used in

the training set. The percentages of correct and wrong classifica-

tion are represented by the confusion matrix in Table 3. Accord-

ing to these results, Pixelized faces which are wrongly classified

are detected like blurred faces, Blurred faces which are wrongly

classified as original faces and noisy faces which are wrongly

classified as blackened faces. Indeed, Pixelization faces, for low

strength, look like blurred faces. Blurred faces, for low strength,

look like clean faces. Noisy faces, for strong strength, are closer

to blackened faces.

In order to test the robustness of our framework, other types

of noise (speckle, salt and pepper) and blur (average and motion

blur) have been applied on clean faces. Then 11 510 other noised

and blurred faces are classified by our method. Number of testing

faces for other blur and noise are detailed in Table 4 as well as

percentages of correct classification respectively.

Blurring Noising

Numb 5 755 5 755

% 97.85 99.1

Table 4: Percentages of correct classification for other type of blur

and noise.

Image restoration
In this part only Feret dataset is used. In the training set, 265

people have been selected with 2-8 images per people, 879 images

in total. In the testing set, 112 people have been selected with 1-3

images per people, 212 images in total. Blackener (opacity: 0.1,

0.2, 0.3), pixelization ( size of averaging: 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10),

gaussian blur (standard deviation: 2, 3, 4, 5, 8), Gaussian noise

(variance: 0.001, 0.005, 0.01, 0.02, 0.04, 0.06, 0.08, 0.1, 0.3)

have been applied on the selected faces.

The robustness of face recognition against privacy filters

differs from one algorithm to another one. This is why, to be

representative of the state-of-the-art, three different face recog-

nition algorithms, LBPH+Euclidean distance, HoG+SVM and

Eigen+Euclidean distance, previously explained, have been se-

lected as face recognition algorithms with respectively, 92.45 %,

94.34 % and 93.4 % of accuracy for clean face images. More-

over, LBPH and Eigen are often used as baselines by the biomet-

ric community to compare impact of obscuration on face recog-

nition [14] but also to estimate face recognition before and after a

de-Pixelization method [11]. HoG is also employed as face recog-

nition algorithm [5].

The difference between rate of good recognition on clean

faces and obscured faces before image restoration in blue, af-

ter image restoration without strength classification in yellow or

brown and after image restoration with strength prediction in red

or green are shown, quantitatively, in Figures 4, 5, 7, 9, 11 and

qualitatively, in Figures 6, 8, 10, 12. The lower is the curve the

closer performances are to the clean face images and the better is

the recognition. According Figures 5, 7, 9, 11, performances after

image restoration with strength classification (in red and green)

are the best. For instance, in Figure 5, a strong increase for Eigen

recognition algorithm is shown between before (in blue) and after

applying de-blackener (in red).

However, we notice that for de-blurring and de-noising,

without strength classification, LBPH face recognitions obtain

better results. This can be explained because LBPH is not robust

against noise and sensitive when texture changes. Indeed, the de-

noising methods as well as the de-blurring methods with strength

classification add some details which do not exist in clean images

therefore the textures change. If the strength is unknown, the re-

sults of the de-blurring and de-noising remain less sharp.

Moreover, as soon as the category of filter is known, the

most appropriate recognition algorithm which is the most robust

against a filter (the lowest curves in all Figures) can be chosen. In

our case, we will select HoG after de-blackener, see Figure 5, and

Eigen for the other filters after image restoration, see Figure 7, 9,

11. Hence, we obtain similar rates of face recognition to the clean

face images. The proposed categorization of filters and estima-

tion of the filter strength help to tune image restoration methods.

Therefore, if privacy is protected by blackener, pixelization, blur-

ring or noising filters, our proposed method can be applied and

therefore privacy is no longer effective.

Conclusions and Future work
We have designed a framework which enables, in a first step,

to detect the presence of a privacy filter and in the second step, to

classify the type of filter (blackener, a pixelization, blurring and

noising) and its strength . Using an appropriate tool (de-blackener,

de-Pixelization, de-blurring, de-noising), we can reverse the pro-

cess and simulations show that the performances of face recog-

nition are closer than the ones which are obtained for the clean

faces. Hence privacy of people can be revealed and is no longer

protected.

Videos are more and more popular and protection can be re-

moved more efficiently using several frames from the same per-

son. It could be interesting to apply our framework on videos

which are more crucial for privacy concerns than still images.
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